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Saratoga County Prediabetes Coalition 
May 22, 2018 Meeting Notes 

1. Introductions and welcome. Attendees: Robin Fetterman: Senior Public Health Educator for Saratoga 
County, Sandra Morton: MVP Healthcare, Billie Jo McConkey: Office of the Aging, Diana Miller: Capital 
Region NP , Jordyn Wartts: Public Health Planner for Saratoga and Schenectady Counties, Karen 
Roberts-Mort from Cornell Cooperative Extension, Albany County, Annalise Baker and Lindsey 
Cumoletti: dietetic interns with CCE, Diane Gaylord: Saratoga Hospital and Lisa Hodgson: Clinical 
Nutrition Manager for Saratoga Hospital   

2. April meeting notes reviewed. No corrections or additions made. 

3. Updates from Member Organizations 

a. Cornell Cooperative Extension, Saratoga County (reported by Robin Fetterman in Diane Whitten’s 
absence) – just finished one Dining with Diabetes Program at Stonequist Apartments in Saratoga (9 
participants), starting a new program at Hadley Town Hall (17 registered, 11 attended first session) 

b. MVP – Sandra Morton requested that the prediabetes brochures be distributed to all employees, is 
waiting for response from Administration. Will wait to distribute revised brochures if given approval to 
do so. 

c. Saratoga County Public Health – Robin Fetterman contacted Tricia Bulatao from Albany Department of 
Health to discuss the Capital Region Diabetes Task Force activities for prediabetes and DPP work with 
providers. They have partnered with healthcare organizations to offer this program. These efforts are 
supported by a local IMPACT grant, and in the last 2 ½ years, they have embedded community health 
workers (CHW) and lifestyle coaches into about 20 DPP’s for the Capital Region; to  implement classes 
and work with the diabetes registry systems in primary care practices to follow up with patients 
diagnosed with prediabetes. They also raise awareness and provide education about prediabetes to 
healthcare providers and other groups. Tricia recommended that interested organizations start small 
with a few sites and expand the  program gradually, with a plan for sustainablility. Tricia offered to 
attend a future Coalition meeting to discuss the program in greater detail. Robin will work with Tricia to 
set up a date. 

d. Office for the Aging, Saratoga County – This organization offers the Stanford Chronic Disease Program, 
“Living Healthy”, free to community members in Saratoga County. Trained senior volunteers facilitate 
the program, which has been in existence across the country for years. OA tries to run two classes a year 
but it is difficult to maintain the ten participants requirement from QTAC. Coalition members noted that 
this class, which is provided free to attendees, is an underutilized resource in the county, especially since 
there are no DPP’s to refer patients to. All agreed to promote this program among their organizations 
and partners (please see attachments). 

e. Cornell Cooperative Extension, Albany County – Karen Roberts-Mort attends the quarterly Capital 
Region Diabetes Task Force meetings. She noted that the open Eat Smart NY position, vacated by Sarah 
Lafountain some time ago, was recently filled. (This position oversees “Nourish Your Neighbor” efforts.) 
She will share the new person’s contact information with members. 
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f. Diana Miller noted that Franklin Community Center is a wonderful resource for the school backpack 
program she has recently been involved with. In addition to food, Franklin also provides toiletry items 
for those in need. 

4. Healthcare Provider Education Project  

a. Progress on this project to-date was reviewed. Diana Miller reviewed the webinars and Prevent 
Diabetes Stat Toolkit she listed on the resource lists distributed to the group since the last meeting. (See 
attached.) She noted that they are excellent. (The webinars are only available to members of the 
organizations that sponsored them.) She has been researching how to approach providers with the 
information and recommended that the Coalition focus on disseminating the Toolkit and other 
resources to local providers. 

b. Public Health is working on the revisions to the prediabetes booklet, substituting the American 
Diabetes Association Risk Test for the CDC’s Risk Test that is currently on the booklet. 

c. A copy of the Toolkit was circulated at the meeting for member review. Other interested members 
may view online or print. The recommendation was made to use American Medical Association 
materials (Prevent Diabetes Stat Toolkit), vs. CDC materials, when working with provider groups. (See 
attached resource list for link.) 

d. The question was raised about online DPP’s that may be available to people diagnosed with 
prediabetes. Lisa Hodgson will investigate. The online programs have not been approved for 
reimbursement by CMS yet; some pilot programs are underway.  

e. Members thought it might be more successful to ask ambulatory practice Clinical Nurse Coordinators 
how best to reach providers to address this topic. Lisa Hodgson will seek a meeting with the Saratoga 
Hospital Medical Group Clinical Coordinators to ask for their feedback and suggestions.  

5. Next steps 

a. Revise and print prediabetes booklets. 

b. Review Prediabetes Toolkit. 

c. Meet with Clinical Coordinators for feedback and recommendations. 

d. Schedule meeting for Tricia Bellotto to attend. 

e. Distribute flyers for the Office of the Aging “Living Healthy” Program. 

6. Next meeting: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 at 12:00, Conference Room 2A, 59D Myrtle Street 

 

 

 


